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Experience A different kind
of outdoor living

Maintain your view, 
Manage your sun

ACTIVE SHADING
Shadesol Alfresco motorized shades offer an effective shading 
solution, where you can enjoy your outlook without the harsh sun 
and spend more time entertaining or relaxing in your outdoor 
living space.

INSECT RESISTANT
Our Zipscreen ensures the fabric is seamless with the side channels 
which minimizes gaps, making it an effective deterrent for insects, 
and allowing you to spend more time outside during the summer 
months.

GREATER CONTROL OF YOUR ENERGY COSTS
Direct sun is the greatest source of unwanted heat. Shadesol 
Alfresco offers an exterior shading solution for your outdoor patio 
and windows creating an effective barrier to the sun and actively 
reducing heat, which keeps your house cooler and energy costs 
down.



The Smart way to 
automate shade

STANDARD MOTORS

Shadesol Alfresco exclusively 
uses Rollease Acmeda roller 
systems with best in class hard-
ware and motorization designed 
to perform at the highest level. 

CONTROLS AND SWITCHES

Remote controls offer LCD 
displays, individual, group and all 
control options from a single 
hand held remote. 

Wall switches provide mounted 
controls for a single room or the 
whole home.

AUTOMATETM PULSE HUB

With wifi built in, simply plug in
and connect to your network,
and enjoy the ability to control 
your shades from anywhere.

Set timers and scenes, or 
manage multiple rooms and
locations.

AutomateTM PULSE Hub integrates 
with the best home automation 
systems and allows voice control
through Amazon Alexa and 
Google Home.

Shadesol Alfresco motorized shades offer
state of the art motorization. Reliable, easy to 
use, and streamlined, this is your contempo-
rary outdoor living solution. Easily integrated 
with your smart home; rely on remote control, 
scheduling, and automation to suit your 
needs.

Explore the possibilities to create a more
sophisticated outdoor living experience.



Contact one of our sales members today for more information about how Shadesol Alfresco 
motorized shades can transform your outdoors, and you’ll soon be spending more time 
enjoying your outdoor living space.

Learn more about our Range of Patio Shades

Patio Status: Oasis

Shadesol Alfresco motorized shades are the best solution for a sophisticated outdoor living space, 
effortlessly integrating with your modern day home and complementing your daily needs. Combining 
both fashion and functionality, Shadesol Alfresco gives you the opportunity to relax more, entertain 
frequently, and spend more time outside in your private outdoor space. 

The Shadesol alfresco difference

STATE OF THE ART
Forward-looking and innovative, Shadesol Alfresco are fitted with state of the art Rollease
Acmeda motorized roller systems which are reliable and easy to use, allowing for remote 
control and home automation integration.

DURABLE
Shadesol Alfresco outdoor shades are engineered to last, manufactured with long-lasting
components and high quality fabrics, meaning they’ll retain their functionality and vibrancy 
for many years to come.

INNOVATION
The Ultra-Lock technology simply secures your Zipscreen automatically without an external 
lock or latch.

GUARANTEED
Shadesol Alfresco motorized shades are guaranteed with a 5 year manufacturer warranty,
5 year componentry warranty and 5 year fabric warranty. 


